
KORONÉ island plug-in, guarantees low consumption, wide display space
and an optimum visibility of the product sell.

RANGE OF COLOURS AVAILABLE: COLOURS AND FASHION

Models available: 150, 200, 250

High visibility of the products displayed

Profiles and bumpers in PVC,
personalisable

Ventilated refrigeration

Automatic defrosting

Automatic evaporation system
of condensing water

Dividers for refrigerated unit (optional)

Kit lateral side

Available in three aesthetic solutions:
standard, colours and fashion



DESIGN
KORONÉ is an island with an innovative design to display
the product in a practical and functional way. Each part of
Koronè has been designed to keep attention to aesthetics,
without sacrificing the functionality.

Technical characteristics

Due to the quality advancement programmes and continuous scientific research ISA reserves the right to modify any technical specifications without notice.

KORONÉ

ISA S.p.A.
Via del Lavoro, 5

06083 BASTIA UMBRA (PG) ITALY
Tel. 075-80171 - Fax 075-8000900

http://www.isaitaly.com

1540x1040x895

548/261

-1/+7

230/50

500/3.1

1100/4.7

electrical

115

LxPxH   mm

Capacity (gross/net)  litres

Product temperature  °C

Voltage  v/Hz

Electrical imput (standard)  W/A

Electrical imput (defrosting)  W/A

Defrosting

Net weight  kg

150 TN

Grills and bottoms adjustable in height Upper in metacrylate

QUALITY
To us quality means flexible projects, care on details and
reliability throughout time. Such goals can be obtained
only through professionalism and passion of hundreds
of ISA men, continuously working to increase the levels
of customers’ satisfaction.

TECHNICAL
KORONÉ is produced with advanced technological solutions
which guarantee finest performance and a durable life time.
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2040x1040x895

743/354

-1/+7

230/50

650/3.6

1400/6.0

electrical

163

200 TN
2540x1040x895

938/445

-1/+7

230/50

560/4.5

1700/7.4

electrical

188

250 TN

EFFICIENCY
The particular technical solutions allow to combine a high
displaying capacity with limited dimensions. koronè is
particularly suitable to the small and medium surfaces. The
wide personalisable spaces make KORONÉ an item
extremely valid to sell promotional products in big surfaces.
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